Kenneth H. DeHoff, Jr.
Executive Director

Ken DeHoff became the executive director of Pacific Aviation Museum in November 2007 to build the Pacific Aviation Museum’s organization and set in motion the Phase II Capital Campaign—to renovate the historic Hangar 79 and Control Tower, and to build the museum’s aircraft collection.

Prior to joining the museum, Ken was an associate partner with Accenture. He had more than 20 years of experience in technology design and business management. A graduate from the University of Denver, Ken has created organizational strategies, orchestrated technology assimilation and lead process change for companies around the world. Ken left Accenture in 2000 to lead Carlson Technology Group, an architectural and construction company that designed and built mission critical data centers for Fortune 500 clients.

Ken was an Army volunteer, a Captain, and a decorated combat Cobra pilot who flew in Vietnam. An Eagle Scout and commercial pilot, he and his family live in Hawai`i Kai.
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